
Bond and Molecule Polarity
Electron affinity is a measure of the tendency of an atom to accept 
electrons.  As the atomic number increases within a period the 
electron affinity increases.  (Noble gases are excluded.)

Electronegativity (P. 169) indicates the ability of an atom to attract 
electrons in a chemical bond.  These values increase within a period 
as atomic number increases.

Fluorine is the most electronegative element, with a value of 3.98.

Francium is the least electronegative element, with a value of 0.7.

(What this means is that Fr will not attract electrons to itself,  but F has a 
strong attraction for a shared pair of electrons.)



If the difference is greater than 1.7 the bond is predominantly ionic.

Bond Polarity
In general, when the difference in electronegativity values between two 
bonded atoms is compared, the following results:

If the difference is between 0 - 0.3 the bond is nonpolar covalent.

If the difference is between 0.3 - 1.7 the bond is polar covalent.

Nonpolar Polar Ionic

(e- shared equally) (e-  transferred)(e- shared unequally)
δ+    partially positive
δ−    partially negative





When the molecule is symmetric, the molecule is nonpolar even if 
the individual atom-atom bonds are polar.

Molecule Polarity

Molecule shape and symmetry is another factor that must be 
considered when determining the polarity of a molecule. 

In general, when a molecule is asymmetric, the molecule is polar.



Polarity: consider symmetry and difference in electronegativity.



Water:  H2O

Element   Electronegativity

  O

- H

Difference:

Bond Type:  Polar Covalent

Shape:  Bent

Symmetry:  Asymmetric

Molecule Type:  Polar

3.44

2.20

1.24



Carbon Tetrachloride:  CCl4

Element   Electronegativity

  Cl

- C

Difference:

Bond Type:  Polar Covalent

Shape:  Tetrahedral

Symmetry:  Symmetric

Molecule Type:  Non-Polar

3.16

2.55

.61



Hydrogen:  H2

Element   Electronegativity

  H

- H

Difference:

Bond Type:  Non-Polar Covalent

Shape:  Linear

Symmetry:  Symmetric

Molecule Type:  Non-Polar

2.20

2.20

0



Ammonia:  NH3

Element   Electronegativity

  N

- H

Difference:

Bond Type:  Polar Covalent

Shape:  Pyramidal

Symmetry:  Asymmetric

Molecule Type:  Polar

3.04

2.20

.84



Properties of compounds are determined by the bond type 
between the atoms. 

Sodium chloride is an ionic compound and does not melt while 
sugar is a polar covalent molecule and does melt.  

Diatomic nonpolar molecules like N2 are gases at room 
temperature.

For example:

The result of bond type.

Polar substances will dissolve polar substances and ionic 
substances.

Nonpolar substances will only dissolve nonpolar substances.

(Like Dissolves Like!)



Demo: Like dissolves like

δ-
δ
+

δ-

δ
+

δ-δ
+

Polar molecules 
dissolve polar 

molecules

Non-polar 
molecules dissolve 

non-polar 
molecules.


